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INTRODUCTION & OVERVIEW  

Lifestyle is all about freedom and flexibility. We serve a broad and diverse audience 

with a varied spectrum of needs. Our creativity is inspired by the convenience that 

comes from thoughtfully designed plans.  My team and I help people realize their full 

potential by giving them the support and tools they need.   

BEE-Linked helps influencers, marketers and business owners upgrade their touchpoints 

to centralize their offerings on the most dynamic digital menu to empower their ability 

to CONNECT, using it as their personalized landing page.  BEE-Linked.com 

At OCD Biz Solutions, we have synergized a team of collective minds to create an 

adaptable and full spectrum business development company. This unique approach 

allows us to rapidly capitalize on opportunities, moving problems and ideas through our 

discovery, design, and development phases enhancing results. 

https://BEE-Linked.com/OCD/BizSolutions  

HIVE City - Marketplace & Directory is where we support and help businesses go virtual 

with our online store. We position businesses with products and or services into new 

markets making an ecosystem that’s easy to connect & transact with.  If applicable, we 

can also assist with storage and support these services with our Pick, Pack and Ship 

options. https://ocdbizsolutions.com/collections/hive-marketplace-1  

We use our Local Business Hub & Event Center to service a comprehensive and diverse 

assortment of people & industries with a professional environment to create their own 

personal stage.  We compliment their services while being able to serve our community 

with our large commercial kitchen.  https://BEE-Linked.com/HIVE/City   

We are now focused on developing our incubation center, increasing our visibility, and 

supporting the community.   We are looking for: 

- Entrepreneurs & businesses to serve  

- Investors enabling us to execute and expand  

- Supporters helping share this story 

- Team Members to join our rank 

- Board Members to advise on milestones  

- Leaders to grow more leaders   

- https://ocdbizsolutions.com/collections/opportunities-1    

Our passionate team is determined to deliver innovative ideas by creating an 

environment for like-minded individuals to grow and succeed. We empower 

communications, transparency, and growth throughout our collective and powerful 

ecosystem.  Click the link below and let's schedule a time to discover how we can 

share our knowledge and craft this experience together.   

Omar Kiani - CEO https://BEE-Linked.com/Omar/Kiani  
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